Concurrent Paclitaxel and Radiotherapy for Node Positive Breast Cancer.
Concurrent chemo-radiotherapy in breast cancer (BC) may yield better local control with minimal toxicity in node positive patients. The feasibility of paclitaxel with radiotherapy was assessed for tolerability, cosmetic outcome as well as local control. A prospective feasibility study on forty-three female breast cancer with stage II-III was conducted after definite surgery (modified radical mastectomy and breast conservative surgery). Adjuvant chemotherapy given was 4 cycles AC (Doxorubicin 60mg/m2+ cyclophosphamide 600mg/m2) followed by 4 cycles of Paclitaxel 60mg/m2 weekly for 12 weeks concurrent with 3D Conformal radiotherapy in a dose of 5Gy/20ttt/4wks to the whole breast and supraclavicular nodal region. Boost of 10Gy/5ttt was given to the tumor bed in conservative cases. Evaluation of lung function was done by carbon monoxide diffusion. Radiotherapy toxicity and breast cosmesis were assessed by the RTOG and Harvard criteria respectively. The cosmesis was assessed and scored at the beginning and end of RT and every 6 months thereafter. This was done by patient (subjective score) and physician (objective score) by comparing it with the contralateral untreated breast. After a median follow up of 36 months, the overall survival and disease-free survival were 95% and 92.5% respectively with no local relapse or radiation pneumonitis. There was no significant change in carbon monoxide diffusion after radiotherapy (p: 0.55). There was 15% delay in radiotherapy mainly due to acute GIII skin toxicity (10%), followed equally by mucositis and wound gap (2.5%). The volume of the irradiated breast was correlated with acute cosmetic effect (p = 0.057) but not on the late skin toxicity (p = 0.56). At the last follow up, the majority of patients declared excellent score in 62.5%, good in 20%, fair in 10% and poor in 7.5%. Subjective patient's satisfaction for the shape, color and size of the treated breast was 93%. Concurrent chemo-radiotherapy with weekly paclitaxel minimized the treatment duration with acceptable tolerance, cosmesis and good local control.